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Dear friends,

YHH Facts

Yes Helping Hands (YHH)
was established In 2011 as
a non-profit organization
and
non-Governmental
organization. We aim to
challenge the discrimination
they face in mainstream
Nepali society and help
them enjoy an independent
life. Our innovative enterprise began with helping
blind, deaf people but now we extend opportunity to
people facing a range of disabilities.
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We offer free practical and employment opportunities
of training in Handloom weaving for Blind, deaf and
people with physical Disabled and then the chance
to earn income by working with us. This Increase the
self-esteem of disabled people and also improves
the way they are treated by their family income and
improve their overall standard of living.
All products sold in our store are hand made by
blind, deaf and people with disabled. Products are
available in handloom weaving, Natural threads
and azo free hand color dyed pashmina/cashmere
threads.
We are proud to be present our catalogue of
products which is made by deaf and blind artisans
Using natural and azo free hand color dyed threads
.The products have exclusive various of design
Color and quality.
We are committed to provide our customers with
high quality products and services. Your suggestion
and feedback on our products are highly appreciated.
We are very thankful for our customer, supporter
and beloveds for your support and contributions.
Thank you,
Best Regards

Dinesh Kumar Thapa

Founder YHH
9856022008, 9804154058

HOW YHH WAS
ESTABLISHED

with speaking and hearing issues. He thought
salary was not enough, so he built a canteen
and dorm for everyone working so that they
could save up everything they earned with their
hard and skilled efforts.

Despites of countless efforts and money, Mr Dinesh
Thapa could not save his wife from illness. After
being parted away from an intimate friend of his,
he was all heartbroken and did not know what to
do next. He sold all of his earnings and properties
including La’ Pizzaria restaurant and everything that
he earned in 11 years of his professional career.
One day he was just staring at the road thinking
about the loved ones he lost, he saw a guy get
beaten up pretty bad by group of other guys. When
he went to rescue him, everyone ran but he was
walking slowly pretending as if he heard nothing.
Mr. Dinesh Thapa shouted loudly but still there was
no reaction from him. After he was confronted, Mr.
Dinesh found that the boy couldn’t hear a word. He
fled the scene and Mr. Dinesh was unable to help
him and felt guilty.
After some days, he found a group of people
gathering around a dead body near the Lake and got
curious. He was heartbroken to have found that the
dead body was of the boy whom he tried to rescue
days ago. He felt broken from the inside and wished
he could have helped him with whatever he could.
His eyes filled with tears of guilt. Apart from that, he
was still devastated from the loss of his loved one
not long ago.
He thought about million different things for some
time and finally came to a conclusion. The conclusion
was that he had decided to open a modern business
venture that fully supported differently abled
persons. He dreamt of making them as able as
anyone will be in days to come. He incepted “Yes
Helping Hands” enterprise and hired 27 people with
hearing issues and 5 blind people. He trained them
day and night hiring trainers and professionals and
made them equally able. He grew the number of
person working for handicrafts and pashminas in
his enterprise. He supported their family when they
needed it the most and encouraged everyone to live
life normally and happily by outcome of their own
hard work.
When foreigners saw and knew about his business,
they supported everyone by buying locally made
pashminas and handicraft products. He also hired
multilingual personals to support and teach people

OUR STORY

Yes helping hands designs, produces and sells
timeless Cashmere and sheep wool textiles
made by differently abled people. We are
committed to working in a socially responsible
way: combining a highly skilled workforce
with a rare raw material (Cashmere & wool) to
make world-class products while advancing
the livelihood of local people through stable
employment.

DEAF/BLIND
HANDLOOMS

We raise money from sales of handmade
pashmina products and help physically
disabled people. We try to uplift them by
teaching different handicraft skills. Every penny
you spend goes to them. Please visit our deaf/
blind handloom factory situated at Lakeside 6,
Pokhara.

WHERE
PROFIT GOES:

ABOUT
HANDICRAFTS

Profit goes to various sector for empowering
disabled people and single women around the
Nepal they are:
1) Distribute white cane, hearing aid and
wheel chair.
2) Organize

various

programs

for

independency of disabled individuals.
3) Provide job opportunity by manufacturing
pashmina/cashmere products including
lodging, Food and medical.
4) To establish Schooling programs all
around the rural area of Nepal.
5) To build school’s shelters and scholarship
for disabled individual and single women.
6) To

co-ordinate

another

organization

for vocational training and technical
training for single women and Disabled
empowerment.
7) To support poor and marginalized society
for their growth.
8) To

support

individually

in

crisis

management and disaster management
sector for victims of natural disaster,
Contaminated

disease

and

emergency crisis around Nepal.

other

A handicraft, sometimes more precisely expressed
as artisanal handicraft, is any of a wide variety
of types of work where useful and decorative
objects are made completely by hand or by using
only simple tools. It is a traditional main sector
of craft, and applies to a wide range of creative
and design activities that are related to making
things with ones hands and skill, including work
with textiles, moldable and rigid materials, paper,
plant fibers, etc. Usually the term is applied to
traditional techniques of creating items (whether
for personal use or as products) that are both
practical and aesthetic.
Collective terms for handicrafts include artisan,
handcrafting, crafting, and handicraftsman ship.
The term arts and crafts is also applied, especially
in the United States and mostly to hobbyists and
children output rather than items crafted for daily
use, but this distinction is not formal, and the term
is easily confused with the Arts and Crafts design
movement, which is in fact as practical as it is
aesthetic.
Handcrafting has its roots in the rural crafts—
the material-goods necessities—of ancient

civilizations, and many specific crafts have been
practiced for centuries, while others are modern
inventions, or popularizations of crafts which
were originally practiced in a limited geographic
area.
Many handcrafters use natural, even entirely
indigenous, materials while others may prefer
modern, non-traditional materials, and even
upcycle industrial materials. The individual
artisanship of a handcrafted item is the paramount
criterion; those made by mass production or
machines are not handicraft goods.
Seen as developing the skills and creative
interests of students, generally and sometimes
towards a particular craft or trade, handicrafts
are often integrated into educational systems,
both informally and formally. Most crafts require
the development of skill and the application of
patience, but can be learned by virtually anyone.
Like folk art, handicraft output often has cultural
and/or religious significance, and increasingly
may have a political message as well, as in
craftivism. Many crafts become very popular for
brief periods of time (a few months, or a few years),
spreading rapidly among the crafting population
as everyone emulates the first examples, and then
their popularity wanes until a later resurgence.

YHH FACT
Established
2011
Number of Artisans
90(Blind/deaf/Differently able)
Number of staff
30
Distribution of sales
Export: 60% Domestic: 40%
Distribution of sales:
Different sizes and style of Shawls, Swetter,
Ponchos, Blanket, Scarf, Muffler items.
Training facilities
Training in handloom,weaving,dyeing of
cashmere & wool threads,Knitting.
Social commitment:
30% of profit use for distribution white cane all
over the Nepal, sports Accessories for disable
student, Hearing aid for deaf people,provide
food, medicine and essential goods for agedcare homes.
Production techniques:
Traditional handloom weaving, use natural &
Swiss dye pashmina/cashmere threads.

PASHMINA
PASHMINA is a fine type of cashmere wool.
The textiles made from it were first woven in
Kashmir, India.[1][2] The name comes from
Persian: / pašmina, meaning “made from
wool” and literally translates to “Soft Gold”
in Kashmiri. Pashmina shawls are known to
pass entirely through a wearable ring with
diameter of about half an inch. Pashmina
came to be known as ‘cashmere’ in the West
because Europeans first encountered this fibre
in Kashmir. The wool comes from four distinct
breeds of the Cashmere goat; namely the
Changthangi or Kashmir Pashmina goat from
the Changthangi plateau in Kashmir region,
the Malra from Kargil area in Kashmir region,
the Chegu from Himachal Pradesh in northern
India and Pakistan, and Chyangara or Nepalese
Pashmina goat from Nepal. These shawls are
hand spun, and woven in Kashmir and Nepal,
and made from fine cashmere fibre.

HISTORY

Woven shawls in India have been worn as early
as Indus Valley Civilisation. The most famous
example is a statue of priest or priest king who is
draped in a shawl coming under the right arm and
covering the left shoulder. His shawl is decorated
with trefoil patterns.
As for the fibre is also known as pashm or
pashmina for its use in the handmade shawls of
the Himalayas. The woolen shawls made in Nepal
& Kashmir are mentioned in Afghan texts between
the 3rd century BC and the 11th century AD.
However, the founder of the Pashmina industry
is traditionally held to be the 15th century ruler of
Kashmir, Zayn-ul-Abidin, who introduced weavers
from Central Asia; other sources consider
pashmina crafts were introduced by Mir Sayyid
Ali Hamadani. In 14th - century Mir Ali Hamadani
came to Kashmir along with 700 craftsmen from
parts of Persia. When Mir Ali Hamadani came to
Ladakh,(Kashmir) home land of pashmina goats,
for the first time in history he found that the
Ladakhi goats produced soft wool. He took some
wool and made socks and gave them as a gift
to king of Kashmir, Sultan Kutabdin. Afterwards
Hamadani suggested to the king that they start
a shawl weaving industry in Kashmir using this
wool. Pashmina shawls have been worn by the
royalty and the elites in the region for centuries.
Pashmina blankets were also vital additions to a
wealthy women’s dowry in India and Nepal. They
are a status symbol in the East. The United Nations
specialized agency UNESCO reported in 2014 that
Ali Hamadani was one of the principal historical
figures who shaped the culture of Kashmir, both
architecturally and also through the flourishing of
arts and crafts and hence economy in Kashmir.
The skills and knowledge that he brought to
Kashmir gave rise to an entire industry. The test for
a quality pashmina is warmth and feel. Pashmina
and Cashmere are derived from the “capra
hircus” mountain goat. One distinct difference
between Pashmina and generic Cashmere is
the fibre diameter. Pashmina fibres are finer and
thinner (12-15 microns) than generic cashmere
fibre (15-19 microns), and therefore, ideal for
making light weight apparel like fine scarves.
Today, however, the word “Pashmina” is used
indiscriminately, and many scarves made from
natural or synthetic fiber are sold under the name

“Pashmina”, creating confusion in the market.
The exorbitant price of a Pashmina shawl is due
to the quantum of expert craftsmanship that
goes into creating each shawl and the rarity
of the Pashmina wool - the wool is used in an
authentic Kashmiri Pashmina comes from the
Changthangi breed of the capra hircus goat and
this breed constitutes less than 0.1% of global
Cashmere production.
As the fibre diameter is very low, Pashmina has
to be hand-processed and woven into products
such as shawls, scarves, wraps, throws, stoles,
etc. However, the quality of a finished shawl
is not solely dependent on the fibre diameter
of the wool but also on the craftsmen’s skills.
Pashmina products are made only in Kashmir
and more recently in Nepal where the industry
has seen a surge in production. Kashmir
handmade pashmina shawl is 100% pashmina
because the thread is hand spun, whereas
machine made can be mixed easily with simple
wool and acrylic

PRODUCTION

The Pashmina goat or Changthangi as it’s called
in Kashmir, sheds its winter coat every spring.
One goat sheds approximately 80–170 gram
(3–6 ounces) of the fibre. See also Cashmere
wool.
In the spring (the moulting season), the goats
naturally shed their under fleece, which regrows
in winter. This under fleece is collected by
combing the goat, not by shearing, as in other
fine wools. Unlike other Cashmere goats, the
Pashmina goat not only feeds on the grass
but also the roots of the grass. The traditional
producers of Pashmina Wool in Ladakh region
of India are a tribe known as the Changpa.
They are a nomadic people and inhabit the
Changthang plateau of the Kashmir region,
which has a lowest altitude of 13,500 feet above
the sea level and the winter temperature drops
to -40 degree Celsius. The Changpa rear sheep
in these harsh climes for meat and pashmina
goats for wool.
The raw Pashmina wool is then transported to
the valley of Kashmir in northern India, where
it is entirely hand processed. All steps from
combing (removing impurities and guard hair,
and aligning fibers) and spinning, to weaving
and finishing, is entirely carried out by hand by
specialized craftsmen and women. The major
center of Pashmina fabric production is the old
district of Srinagar, capital of Indian Jammu and
Kashmir. The approximate craft time put into
producing a single Pashmina stole (70x200cm)
is 180 hours.

CASHMERE WOOL
Cashmere wool, usually simply known as
cashmere, is a fiber obtained from cashmere
goats and other types of goat.
Common usage defines the fiber as wool but it
is finer and softer than sheep’s wool. Some say
it is hair, but as seen below, cashmere requires
the removal of hair from the wool. The word
cashmere is an old spelling of the Kashmir
northernmost geographical region of South
Asia Cashmere is finer, stronger, lighter, softer,
and approximately three times more insulating
than sheep wool.
In the United States, under the U.S. Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939, as amended, (15
U. S. Code Section 68b(a)(6)), states that a wool
or textile product may be labelled as containing
cashmere only if:
•

such wool product is the fine undercoat
fibers produced by a cashmere goat (Capra
hircus laniger);

•

the average diameter of the fiber of such
wool product does not exceed 19 microns;
and

•

such wool product does not contain more
than 3 percent (by weight) of cashmere
fibers with average diameters that exceed
30 microns.

•

The average fiber diameter may be subject
to a coefficient of variation around the
mean that shall not exceed 24 percent.

SOURCES

Cashmere wool fiber for clothing and other
textile articles is obtained from the neck region
of Cashmere and other goats. Historically, finehaired Cashmere goats have been called Capra
hircus laniger, as if they were a subspecies of
the domestic goat Capra hircus. However, they
are now more commonly considered part of the
domestic goat subspecies Capra aegagrus hircus.
Cashmere goats produce a double fleece that
consists of a fine, soft undercoat or underdown of
hair mingled with a straighter and much coarser
outer coating of hair called guard hair. For the
fine underdown to be sold and processed further,
it must be de-haired. De-hairing is a mechanical
process that separates the coarse hairs from the
fine hair. After de-hairing, the resulting “cashmere”
is ready to be dyed and converted into textile yarn,
fabrics and garments.

GATHERING

Cashmere is collected during the spring moulting
season when the goats naturally shed their winter
coat.The goats moult as early as March and as
late as May.
In some regions, the mixed mass of down and
coarse hair is removed by hand with a coarse
comb that pulls tufts of fiber from the animal as
the comb is raked through the fleece. The collected
fiber then has a higher yield of pure cashmere
after the fiber has been washed and dehaired. The
long, coarse guard hair is then typically clipped
from the animal and is often used for brushes,
interfacings and other non-apparel uses.the most
popular method is combing. The process takes up
to two weeks, but with a trained eye for when the
fiber is releasing, it is possible to comb the fibers
out in about a week.

PRODUCTION

China has become the largest producer of raw
cashmere and their clip is estimated at 10,000
metric tons per year (in hair). Mongolia follows with
7,400 tons (in hair) as of 2014, while Afghanistan,
Iran, Turkey, Kyrgyzstan and other Central Asian
Republics produce lesser amounts. The annual
world clip is estimated to be between 15,000
and 20,000 tons (13,605 and 18,140 tonnes) (in
hair). “Pure cashmere”, resulting from removing
animal grease, dirt and coarse hairs from the
fleece, is estimated at about 6,500 tons (5,895
tonnes). Ultra-fine Cashmere or Pashmina is
still produced by communities in Indian Kashmir
and Nepal but its rarity and high price, along with
political instability in the region, make it very hard
to source and to regulate quality. It is estimated
that on average yearly production per goat is 150
grams (0.33 lb).
Pure cashmere can be dyed and spun into yarns
and knitted into jumpers (sweaters), hats, gloves,
socks and other clothing, or woven into fabrics
then cut and assembled into garments such as
outer coats, jackets, trousers (pants), pajamas,
scarves, blankets, and other items.

4) All prices are without fright quoted in USD$
5) After receiving order we will notify you with:
a) Which color we have in stock.
b) Which design we have in stock.
c) How many days takes for fulfil order.
And also notify you with an invoice detail of
quantity, net weight, total weight, total cost,
fright amount and Appox delivery date and
details.
6) 60% of the payment is to be made in advance
with confirmed order and the remaining
40% amount to be made before the goods
shipping.
7) We export through a trustworthy and
recognized shippers.
8) Yes helping hands arrangements air freight
but buyer should pay for freight and when
ordering please give us your nearest airport
or home business address.
9)

We delivery cargo and courier mode price
will be different between cargo and courier.

10) We provide: Commercial Invoice, packing
list and EXIM CODE certificate(if required)

PURCHASING GUIEDLINE
1) Helping hands handicrafts has own EXIM
CODE for exporting goods all around the world.
we request All correspondence and payment
to be direct to Helping Hands handicrafts
exports.it supervises its own Packing and
arrange all documents for customs. Helping
hands handicrafts export ship by air. Which
is reach to your home or airport within 7-10
days.
2) Sample request and order: can be placed
by mail,social apps like:messenger/Viber/
whatsapp. Product code,weight,color and
size should be written in the order.The cost of
sample and delivery is borne by the customer.
3) Products are available in Natural and azo
free hand color dyed pashmina/cashmere
threads.

11) Payment can be made by bank transfer:
BANK NAME: NABIL BANK (pokhara Branch)
SWIFT CODE: NARBNPKA
A/C NAME: Helping Hands Handicrafts
A/C NUMBER: 5301017500078
CURRENT ACCOUNT-NPR
For more information or to email us please log
on our website:
www.yeshelpinghands.com/org

MAGIC MUFFLERS

YHH - MF01

YHH - MF02

YHH - MF03

YHH - MF04

LOOSE WEAVE MUFFLER
SIZE: 35 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 150 GRM

YHH - MF05

YHH - MF06

YHH - MF07

YHH - MF08

LOOSE WEAVE MUFFLER
SIZE: 35 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 150 GRM
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THICK MUFFLERS

YHH - NTM02
YHH - NTM01

YHH - CTM01

YHH - NTM03

NATURAL THICK MUFFLER
SIZE: 30 X 165 CM
WEIGHT : 115 GRM

YHH - CTM02

YHH - CTM03

YHH - NTM04

YHH - NTM05

THICK MUFFLER
SIZE: 30 X 165 CM
WEIGHT : 115 GRM

-2-

REVERSIBLE MUFFLER

YHH - RM02

YHH - RM03

YHH - RM04

REVERSIBLE MUFFLER
SIZE: 55 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 205 GRM

YHH - RM01

-3-

FURKA STOLE

YHH - FS03

YHH - FS01
YHH - FS02
YHH - FS03

YHH - FS04

YHH - FS05

CASHMERE FURKA
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 240 GRM
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NATURAL CHECK STOLE
YHH - NCS01

YHH - NCS02

YHH - NCS03

YHH - NCS04

NATURAL CHECK STOLE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 130 GRM

YHH - NCS05

YHH - NCS06

YHH - NCS07

YHH - NCS08

NATURAL CHECK STOLE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 130 GRM
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NATURAL PLAIN STOLE

YHH - NC01

YHH - NC02

YHH - NC03

YHH - NC04

YHH - NC05

YHH - NC06

YHH - NC07

YHH - NC08

YHH - NC09

YHH - NC10

YHH - NC07

NATURAL PLAIN STOLE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 130 GRM
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COLOR DYE STOLE

YHH - DC01

YHH - DC02

YHH - DC08

YHH - DC04

YHH - DC29

YHH - DC18

YHH - DC19

YHH - DC25

YHH - DC26

YHH - DC06

YHH - DC07

YHH - DC15

YHH - DC30

YHH - DC23

YHH - FCS01

DYED PLAIN STOLE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 130 GRM
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SIDE BORDER STOLES

YHH - SBS01

YHH - SBS02

NATURAL SIDE BORDER
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 120 GRM

NATURAL SIDE BORDER
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 120 GRM

YHH - SBS03

YHH - SBS04

NATURAL SIDE BORDER
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 120 GRM

NATURAL SIDE BORDER
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 120 GRM
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REVERSIBLE STOLES

YHH - NRS02

YHH - NRS03

YHH - NRS04

YHH - NRS01

REVERSIBLE STOLE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 300 GRM
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NATURAL THICK STOLES

YHH-NTS01

YHH-NTS02

YHH-NTS03

YHH-NTS04

YHH-NTS05

YHH-NTS06

YHH-NTS07

YHH-NTS07

THICK STOLE
SIZE: 70 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 220-230 GRM
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MAGIC STOLES

YHH - MS02
YHH - MS01

YHH - MS05

YHH - MS03

YHH - MS04

LOOSE WEAVE MAGIC STOLE
SIZE: 75 X 195 CM
WEIGHT : 330 GRM

YHH - MS06
YHH - MS07

YHH - MS08

LOOSE WEAVE MAGIC STOLE
SIZE: 75 X 195 CM
WEIGHT : 300 GRM
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SUPERFINE SHADED SCARF

YHH - SS01

YHH - SS02

SUPERFINE CASHMERE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM

SUPERFINE CASHMERE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM

SUPERFINE THIN COLOR SCARF

YHH - CST01

THIN SUPERFINE
CASHMERE SCARF
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM

YHH - CST02

-12-

NATURAL SUPERFINE THICK SCARF

YHH - NSTS02
YHH - NSTS01

CASHMERE SUPERFINE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 190 GRM

CASHMERE SUPERFINE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 190 GRM

SUPERFINE THICK COLOR SCARF

YHH - STC02

YHH - STC01

THICK SUPERFINE CASHMERE STOLE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 190 GRM
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SUPERFINE PRINTED SCARF

YHH - SP01

CASHMERE SUPERFINE THIN PRINT
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM

YHH - SP02

-14-

NATURAL SUPERFINE THIN SCARF
YHH - NST01

CASHMERE SUPERFINE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM

YHH - NST03

CASHMERE SUPERFINE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM

YHH - NST02

CASHMERE SUPERFINE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM

YHH - NST04

CASHMERE SUPERFINE
SIZE: 72 X 180 CM
WEIGHT : 70 GRM
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PONCHOS

YHH - CNP01

YHH - CP01

CABLE KNITTING
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 275 GRM

CAPE KNITTING
SIZE: 115X152 CM
WEIGHT : 460 GRM

YHH - FSP01

NATURAL STRIPE FUR
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 220 GRM

YHH - CDP01

COLOR DYE
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 215 GRM

-16-

PONCHOS

YHH - NSP01

YHH - FSP02

SIDE BORDER V NECK
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 215 GRM

NATURAL STRIPE FUR
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 220 GRM

YHH - NSP02

NATURAL STRIPE V NECK
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 190 GRM

YHH - NSP03

NATUTRAL SIDE BORDER
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 215 GRM

-17-

PONCHOS

YHH - SLP01

YHH - SLP02

SWEAT LEATHER TRANGLE
SIZE: 115 X 230 CM
WEIGHT : 305 GRM

SWEAT LEATHER TRANGLE
SIZE: 115 X 230 CM
WEIGHT : 305 GRM

YHH - NPP01

YHH - FNP01

NATURAL PLAIN
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 215 GRM

PLAIN WITH FUR
SIZE: 80 X 80 CM
WEIGHT : 220 GRM
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MEN JUMPERS

YHH - MJR01

CASHMERE MEN
JUMPER ROUND NECK
SIZE : S=200, M=210, L=215
XL=240, XXL=250 GRM

YHH - MJV01

CASHMERE MEN
JUMPER V NECK
SIZE : S=200, M=210, L=215
XL=240, XXL=250 GRM

YHH - MJC01
CASHMERE MEN
JUMPER V NECK
SIZE : S=180, M=190,
L=215, XL=220, XXL=245 GRM

-19-

WOMEN JUMPER/CARDIGAN

YHH - CWJR01

WOMAN ROUND NECK
SIZE & WEIGHT : S=180, M=190,
L=215, XL=220, XXL=245 GRM

YHH - CWJV02

WOMAN V NECK
SIZE & WEIGHT : S=180, M=190,
L=215, XL=220, XXL=245 GRM

WOMAN CARDIGAN
SIZE & WEIGHT : S=180, M=190,
L=215, XL=220, XXL=245 GRM
YHH - CWC01

WOMAN CARDIGAN
SIZE & WEIGHT : S=180, M=190,
L=215, XL=220, XXL=245 GRM

YHH - NWC01

-20-

NATURAL BLANKETS

YHH - NB01

YHH - NB04
YHH - NB02

YHH - NB05
YHH - NB03

YHH - NB06

YHH - NB05

NATURAL CASHMERE
SIZE: 140 X 280 CM
WEIGHT : 600 GRM

-21-

MAGIC BLANKETS

YHH - MB02

YHH - MB01
YHH - MB03

HAND WOVEN LOOSE
MAGIC BLANKET
SIZE: 140 X 280 CM
WEIGHT : 880 GRM

YHH - MB04

-22-

SOME ACTIVITIES
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NATURAL THREADS COLORS

YHH - NC01

YHH - NC02

YHH - NC03

YHH - NC04

YHH - NC05

YHH - NC06

YHH - NC07

YHH - NC08

YHH - NC09

YHH - NC10

DYED THREADS COLORS

YHH - DC01

YHH - DC02

YHH - DC03

YHH - DC04

YHH - DC05

YHH - DC06

YHH - DC07

YHH - DC08

YHH - DC10

YHH - DC12

YHH - DC13

YHH - DC14

YHH - DC15

YHH - DC16

YHH - DC17

YHH - DC18

YHH - DC19

YHH - DC20

YHH - DC21

YHH - DC22

YHH - DC23

YHH - DC24

YHH - DC25

YHH - DC26

YHH - DC27

YHH - DC28

YHH - DC29

YHH - DC30

-26-

YES HELPING HANDS
HANDICRAFT

POKHARA
Barahi Chowk, Lakeside - 6
Pokhara, Nepal
Tel: +977-061-462121
+977-9811017059

CHITWAN
Sauraha, Hattichowk
Chitwan, Nepal
Tel: +977-984313115
+977 9823508347
E-mail : yeshelpinghands@gmail.com
Website : www.yeshelpinghands.com/.org

KATHMANDU
Thamel
(Near Nursing Chowk)
Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: +977-01-4268744

